The paper deals with the existence and non-existence of solutions of the following strongly nonlinear non-autonomous boundary value problem:
Introduction
A wide literature has been devoted to the study of boundary value problems for differential equations involving various types of nonlinear differential operators. The most known are differential equations of the type x = f t, x, x , governed by nonlinear differential operators such as the classical p-Laplacian or its generalizations. Various types of differential operators, even singular or non-surjective, have been considered due to many applications in different fields. We now quote just some of ©2013 Marcelli; licensee Springer. This is an Open Access article distributed under the terms of the Creative Commons Attribution License (http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by/2.0), which permits unrestricted use, distribution, and reproduction in any medium, provided the original work is properly cited. http://www.boundaryvalueproblems.com/content/2013/1/252 the papers devoted to this study, such as for the scalar case Bereanu Besides differential operators acting on the derivative x , in many models such as reaction-diffusion equations (see, e.g., [] ) or porous media equations, differential operators involving the state variable x also occur, and the study of mixed differential equations like a(x) x = f t, x, x has assumed a certain interest.
In [] a periodic problem on a compact interval for a vectorial inclusion with a differential operator of the type (a(x) x p- x ) is studied, where a : R → R is a positive, continuous function. Moreover, in [] a Dirichlet problem driven by a more general differential operator, having the structure (A(x, x )) , is investigated. More recently, boundary value problems on the whole real line of the type
, where existence and non-existence of solutions was put in relation to the behavior of and f (t, x, ·) at  and f (·, x, y) at infinity, while the presence of the function a does not influence the existence of solutions. Subsequently, in [] a critical case was considered in which also the dependence on the state variable x of the functions a and f and the value of the boundary data are relevant for the solvability of the boundary value problem. Finally, in the recent paper [], non-autonomous differential operators were also considered, introducing the dependence on t to the function a, that is, the following problem was proposed:
with ν -< ν + given constants, where : R → R is a general increasing homeomorphism, with () = , and a is a positive, continuous function, but with possibly null infimum. It was shown that also the dependence on t of the function a plays a central role for the existence and non-existence of solutions and some sufficient criteria for the existence and nonexistence of solutions were established. However, in [] the case when |f (t, x, y)/ (y)| →  as y →  was considered, and in this setting neither the behavior with respect to x, nor the boundary data influence the existence or non-existence of solutions. http://www.boundaryvalueproblems.com/content/2013/1/252
The aim of this paper is to complete this study, investigating the critical case |f (t, x, y)| ∼ | (y)| as y →  for problem (.) governed by non-autonomous differential operators.
We provide sharp sufficient conditions guaranteeing the solvability of problem (.) together with conditions implying the non-existence of solutions, closely related to the former ones, involving the asymptotic behaviors of a(·, x) and f (·, x, y) as |t| → +∞, the asymptotic behaviors of and f (t, x, ·) as y → , and the maxima/minima of the functions a(t, ·), f (t, ·, y) in the interval [ν -, ν + ] defined by the boundary data.
We present general existence and non-existence results (see Theorems ., . and .) together with operative criteria (see Propositions .-.) useful when the functions a and f appearing in the differential equation have a product structure. Some examples of application complete the paper.
All the present results extend the ones contained in [] to the case of non-autonomous differential operators. However, according to our knowledge, the results here presented are new even for (y) ≡ y, that is, for differential equations of the type (see [] )
Existence and non-existence theorems
Throughout the paper, is a general increasing homeomorphism on R such that () = , a : R  → R is a positive continuous function and f : R  → R is a Carathéodory function.
Dealing with the nonlinear differential equation
we will adopt the following notations:
As we have mentioned in Introduction, in the present paper, we treat problems for which, roughly speaking, |f (t, x, ·)| ∼ | (y)| as y → . But also the rate of growth of at ∞ has a great relevance, and we separately consider the case of superlinear growth from that of linear or sublinear growth.
We first state an existence result for differential operators growing at most linearly at infinity. 
Theorem . Let be such that
lim sup |y|→+∞ | (y)| |y| < +∞. (  .  ) Assume that f t, ν -,  ≤  ≤ f t, ν + , R + → R + and a function λ ∈ L q ([-L, L]), with  ≤ q ≤ ∞, such that f (t, x, y) ≤ λ(t)θ a(t, x) (y) for a.e. |t| ≤ L, every x ∈ ν -, ν + , |y| ≥ H, (.) +∞ τ - q θ (τ ) dτ = +∞ (.) (with  q =  if q = +∞). Finally, suppose that for every C > , there exist a function η C ∈ L  (R) and a function C ∈ L  loc ([, +∞)), null in [, L] and positive in [L, +∞), such that N C (t) := - M * (L) (C) m(t) e -| t  C (|s|) M(s) ds| ∈ L  (R), (.) f (t, x, y) ≤ -C (t) (|y|), f (-t, x, y) ≥ C (t) (|y|) for a.e. t ≥ L, every x ∈ ν -, ν + , |y| ≤ N C (t), (.) f (t, x, y) ≤ η C (t) if x ∈ ν -, ν + , |y| ≤ N C (t), for a.e. t ∈ R. (  .   )
Then there exists a function x ∈ C  (R) such that t → a(t, x(t)) (x (t)) belongs to W , (R)
and
Proof The scheme of the proof is the same as in [, Theorem .]. We sketch now the main points and prove in detail the parts which differ from that proof. Notice that there are only two differences between the present statement and that of [, Theorem .]; that is, we here take γ =  and modify the definition of the auxiliary function N C . Fix n ∈ N, n > L, and put I n := [-n, n]. Consider the truncation operator T :
and for every x ∈ W , loc (R), put
Finally, for every x ∈ R, put w(
Let us consider the following auxiliary boundary value problem on the compact interval I n :
Following the same argument in the proof of [, Theorem .], it is possible to prove that problem (.) admits a solution u n for every n > L, such that ν -≤ u n (t) ≤ ν + for all http://www.boundaryvalueproblems.com/content/2013/1/252 
Notice that till this point in the proof of [, Theorem .], the definition of N C , or the fact that γ > , were not used. Now our goal is to show that |u n (t)| ≤ N C (t) also for every
and assume, by contradiction,t < n. By the definition of T and Q u n , we have
implying that u n (t) < N C (t) for every t ∈ [L,t] (see (.), (.) and (.)), a contradiction whent < n. So,t = n and the claim is proved. The same argument works in the interval [-n, -L] too. Therefore, we have |u n (t)| ≤ N C (t) for every t ∈ [-n, n] implying that a t, u n (t) u n (t) = f t, u n (t), u n (t) a.e. in I n . Now, following the same argument as in [, Theorem .], it is possible to prove that the sequence (ũ n ) n of the functions u n , continued in a constant way in the whole R, converges to a solution x of problem (.), satisfying all the properties stated in the assertion.
Similarly to what was done in [] , one can prove a result for differential operators having superlinear growth at infinity, provided that condition (.) is strengthened requiring that the Nagumo function has sublinear growth at infinity, as the following result states, whose proof is just the same as that of [, Theorem .], taking account of the modifications due to the different auxiliary function N C , we showed in the proof of Theorem .. Of course, the operators here considered as having superlinear growth are quite general and extend the classical p-Laplacian. Nevertheless, when dealing just with the p-Laplacian, the results can be slightly improved by using the positive homogeneity of the operator, as we will show in a forthcoming paper.
The key tools in the previous existence theorems is the summability of function N C (t) (condition (.)) joined with assumption (.). Such conditions are not improvable in the sense that if (.) is satisfied with the reversed inequality and N C is not summable, then problem (.) does not admit solutions, as the following result states. 
and for every constant C, the function
Moreover, assume that
and there exist two constants , H >  such that Let us now define t * := inf{t ≥  : x (t) < ρ in [t, +∞)} and assume, by contradiction, that 
Then if T < +∞, necessarily we have x (T) =  in contradiction with the above inequality. Therefore, T = +∞ and again, by the above inequality, we deduce x(+∞) = +∞ since by (.) the function on the right-hand side in not summable by assumption. Therefore, x (t * ) = , implying that t * = , x (t) =  for every t ≥  and, consequently, x() = ν + .
Similarly, using (.) one can show that x() = ν -, a contradiction.
Some asymptotic criteria
We devote this section to state some operative criteria which can usefully applied to operators and right-hand sides having the product structure
a(t, x) = α(t)β(x) and f (t, x, y) = b(t, x)c(x, y).
We 
m(t) =mα(t) and M(t) =Mα(t) for every t ∈ R, where recall that m(t) := min x∈[ν -,ν + ] a(t, x) and M(t) := max x∈[ν -,ν + ] a(t, x).
Finally, we put
Case of growing at most linearly
In this subsection, we deal with differential operators satisfying condition (.) that is such that | (y)| ≤ |y| whenever every |y| > H for some H, > . With this class of operators, we cover differential equations of the type
a t, x(t) x (t) = f t, x(t), x (t) .
The first two existence theorems are an application of Theorem .. for some positive constant μ satisfying
Proposition . Suppose that t · b(t, x)
Then problem (.) admits solutions. 
Hence, for every fixed C > , the function N C (t) defined in (.) satisfies
for |t| large enough.
(.) By (.) we get N C (t) →  as |t| → +∞, and therefore by (.) we deduce
for |t| large enough,
By (.) and (.), for a.e. t ∈ R, for every x ∈ [ν -, ν + ] and every y ∈ R such that |y| ≤ N C (t), we have
that is, condition (.). It remains to prove that η C ∈ L  (R).
By (.) and the continuity of the function c, we have
by assumption (.). Therefore, Theorem . applies and guarantees the assertion of the present result.
Remark . The introduction of the constants σ and δ serves to state the result in the most general form, but often they can be taken both equal to , in such a way that assumption (.) is trivially verified. Proof For every C > , put
c(x, y),
and finally put
As it is immediate to verify, c(x, y) ≥ h C (|y|) whenever ν -≤ x ≤ ν + and |y| ≤ C . So,
From now on, the proof proceeds as that of Proposition ..
We state now two non-existence results, obtained applying Theorem ..
Proposition . Suppose that t · b(t, x) ≤  for a.e. t ∈ R and every x
and let there exist a constant p ∈ R, a constant L >  and a positive function
for some positive constants λ  , k  , ρ. Moreover, assume that (.) holds for some constants h  , h  , p such that Proof First of all, notice that assumption (.) implies condition (.) and assumptions (.) and (.) respectively imply conditions (.), (.). Putting
we have that is a positive function belonging to L  loc ([, +∞)) and one can easily verify that conditions (.), (.) and (.) guarantee the validity of (.) and (.). Moreover, by (.) we get
Hence, if N C (t) is the function defined in (.), we have
By assumption (.), we get N C (t) →  as |t| → +∞ and by virtue of (.), we obtain
Finally, assumption (.) implies that N C (t) is not summable in R and the assertion follows as an application of Theorem ..
Remark . As for the validity of conditions (.), (.) in the previous non-existence theorem, notice that when dealing with autonomous operators, that is, for α(t) ≡ , they are trivially satisfied. However, also in the non-autonomous case, they hold in many relevant situations. For instance, they are satisfied if one the following conditions is satisfied: α(t) is decreasing in (-∞, ) and increasing in (, +∞); α is uniformly continuous in R and inf t∈R α(t) > ; α(t) ∼ |t| -p as |t| → +∞ for some p > .
When condition (.) does not hold, we can use the following non-existence result.
, then (.) does not admit solutions. Recalling that , problem (.) admits solutions, whereas if p ≤ , it does not admit solutions. Notice that for every p > , problem (.) is solvable for ν small enough.
Example . Let us consider the differential equation
with β, g positive continuous functions. As one can immediately verify, assumptions (.)-(.) and (.) of Proposition . hold So, as in the previous example, the above conditions for the existence and non-existence of solutions become conditions on the boundary data ν -, ν + .
Case of having superlinear growth
We handle now operators having possibly superlinear growth at infinity, that is, we now remove condition (.). The non-existence Propositions . and . hold also in this case, since they do not require condition (.). As for the existence results, we now use http://www.boundaryvalueproblems.com/content/2013/1/252 Theorem . instead of Theorem . by assuming (.). As it will be clear after the proof of the next result, condition (.) is not satisfied when m ∞ = , so from now on we assume m ∞ > . 
